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Brothers attend Pig Dinner 
 The Undergrads outnumber the Grads 38 to 31 for a good turnout at this year’s Pig Dinner on Octo-
ber 13th. It has been 4 years since we could get together due to Covid, so there was refreshing  en-
thusiasm to attend. Brotherhood flowed freely. It was good to see the Undergrads play a large part in 
supporting the event. Brother Orlando Cabrera ’84 gave living examples of how true brotherhood 
really exists after “college songs and college lays are faded with their maker’s days.”  

Check out the rest of the story.  https://phigams.org/articles/pig23 

Upcoming events : 
    50/60s Reunion                    April  27, 2024 

Major improvement in Brother Data 
Thanks to the insight of our new webmaster, Aaron Ellis ‘08, finding a contemporary Brother is eas-
ier than it has ever been. You can look up by name, class, or city in a much more user friendly for-
mat than the old system allowed. The feedback from our recent Pig Dinner mailing resulted in over 
200 corrections to addresses, and other data. Telephone numbers are probably the weakest element 
because we have not tested them lately. Check it out. Look up your own data. If it is wrong, you can 
easily submit a correction. Try your classmates and send me any corrections you uncover. Just go to: 
https://phigams.org/private/ and click on Database of Brothers. You may need to enter your email to gain ac-
cess. Let me know how you like it. fijiman@metalmasters.com 
You can also help us find the lost brothers who have moved on, but haven’t given us their latest data. There’s 
a good chance you know how to contact them. While you are browsing the brother Data, also check view the 
list of missing brothers  link to see if you see anyone you can update of the  nearly 200 Lost ones. 

Chapter members recognized for awards 
Each year the chapter recognizes the outstanding members who have contributed to the success of 
the chapter during the year. This year, 18 recipients received over $13,000 with the  largest portion 
coming from the Phi Gamma Delta of Michigan Foundation (our fund raising arm). Kelley Rea ’66  
presented the awards November 9th, with a good evening of fellowship, including pizza and re-
fresheents. Check out the summary of recipients. www.phigams.org/articles/awards23 
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